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Global E-government Readiness Report 2005: From E-government to E-inclusionUnited Nations Publications, 2006
In reaffirming the vision of a peaceful, prosperous and just world, leaders at the United Nations World Summit in 2005 outlined a vision of ‘…building a people-centred and inclusive information society, putting the potential of information and communication technologies at the service of development and addressing new challenges of the...
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Pro Objective-C Design Patterns for iOSApress, 2011

	It’s time to capitalize on your mastery of Cocoa with Pro Objective-C Design Patterns for iOS. You’ve developed apps that impressed and performed, and now you’re ready to jump into development practices that will leave you with more effective, efficient, and professional level apps. This book is the...
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Architecting Composite Applications and Services with TIBCO (TIBCO Press)Addison Wesley, 2012

		The architecture series from TIBCO® Press comprises a coordinated set of titles for software architects and developers, showing how to combine TIBCO components to design and build real-world solutions. TIBCO’s product suite comprises components with functionality ranging from messaging through services, service...
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Photoshop CS3 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
9 books in 1 — with hundreds of examples in full color!   

   Your picture-perfect guide to using all the cool features of Photoshop CS3   

   Whether you're new to Photoshop, want to take your skills up a notch, or want to quickly take advantage of the new features and enhancements in...
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Electromagnetic Modeling of Composite Metallic and Dielectric StructuresArtech House Publishers, 2002
This practical new resource provides you with a much wider choice of analytical solutions to the everyday problems you encounter in electromagnetic modeling. The book enables you to use cutting-edge method-of-moments procedures, with new theories and techniques that help you optimize computer performance in numerical analysis of composite metallic...
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ReactJS by Example- Building Modern Web Applications with ReactPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Create pragmatic real-world applications while learning React and its modern developer tools
	
		Build sustainable user interfaces by transforming data into components of UI
	
		Learn how to generate reusable ReactJS components effectively



	Book Description

...
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Design of Experiments in Chemical Engineering: A Practical GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
While existing books related to DOE are focused either on process or mixture factors or analyze specific tools from DOE science, this text is structured both horizontally and vertically, covering the three most common objectives of any experimental research:

	 screening designs       
	 mathematical modeling, and...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 11gO'Reilly, 2007
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad technologies, options, and releases. Most users-even experienced developers and database administrators-find it difficult to get a handle on the full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new Oracle version is released, users find themselves under increasing pressure to learn about a whole range of new...
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Video Color Correction for Non-Linear Editors: A Step-by-Step GuideFocal Press, 2002
Today's non-linear editing systems are equipped with a wide range of color correction tools that were previously only available in dedicated color correction suites. This book shows video editors how to take full advantage of their power. Clear, step-by-step instructions are included for Avid XPress DV, Avid Symphony, Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premiere,...
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Advanced Composite Materials for Automotive Applications: Structural Integrity and CrashworthinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The automotive industry faces many challenges, including increased global competition, the need for higher-performance vehicles, a reduction in costs and tighter environmental and safety requirements. The materials used in automotive engineering play key roles in overcoming these issues: ultimately lighter materials mean lighter vehicles and...
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Electroactive Polymers for Robotic Applications: Artificial Muscles and SensorsSpringer, 2007
Electroactive polymers (EAPs) respond to electrical stimulation with large deformations. They are dynamic actuators which have attracted attention from an interdisciplinary audience of engineers and scientists. An enabling EAP technology is emerging which attempts to imitate the properties of natural muscle and which, as a result, can perform a...
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CRC Materials Science and Engineering Handbook, Third EditionCRC Press, 2000
"This is a classic work for two reasons. First, it continues the long tradition of CRC handbooks and their commitment to excellence. Second, it establishes a new standard for handbooks in terms of layout and design. There is not much to say about this work other than 'Well done!' Highly recommended for any organization dealing with materials...
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